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Introduction

Take a stride into
Industry 4.0 with
ODIN Maintenance
ODIN Maintenance is a cloud-based solution that helps
companies reduce their asset maintenance cost and
improve the lifespan of their machinery through regular,
effective & preventive maintenance.

What is ODIN Maintenance?
ODIN Maintenance is all about ensuring that

Businesses lose a lot of time and money to

routine tasks are carried out consistently - again

unexpected machine breakdowns, which cause

and again.

work stoppages. Most of the time, such

ODIN Maintenance forms part of the ODIN
Manufacturing ecosystem, developed by
Jendamark under its digital services offering.
This software solution is unique as it does not
involve the addition of any new hardware on
existing lines and hence is easy to implement and
roll out.
It is based on the principle of enhancing the
current maintenance process and providing
digital tools to technicians to improve their
performance and efficiency.
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equipment failure occurs because the machine
did not get the correct attention at the right
time.
Predictive maintenance involves collecting and
evaluating data from machines, which can be
processed and used for avoiding future
failures.
Using data analysis for predictive maintenance
is crucial for companies looking to future-proof
their maintenance process and walk equipped
into the era of Industry 4.0.

P2

ODIN
Maintenance
ODIN Maintenance is a cloud-based solution

It prompts a response from technician by asking

developed by the Jendamark software team.

him to enter crucial data points which are used to
predict any deviation from normal.

ODIN Maintenance schedules all the maintenance
activities of all the assets in a plant, assigns the

ODIN Maintenance also ensures quick and easy

activities to technicians and shows overall health of

access to all documents relevant to the line

the plant.

required by the technicians.

It also guides the technicians on the process to be
followed (pictures and videos).

Schedules all activities and

Maintains all important

Ensures correct setup change

guides technicians.

documents in a structured way

and inventory of changeover

and makes them available online.

parts.

“Making information available on the shop floor”
Cloud

Service
Scheduler
Dashboard
Operator Guidance

Documentation

Tool Change

BOM
Drawings
Spare

Inventory Management
Worker Guidance
Tool Changeover
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Service

ODIN
Service

To make the maintenance process smarter and assist
technicians in maintaining production machinery,
Jendamark has developed ODIN Service. It is a
state-of-the-art tool which is designed to assist everyone
from maintenance technician to top management.
With ODIN Service, management can schedule activities
and provide visual guides to technicians to make their
job easier. ODIN Service also allows them to access the
health of the assets in the plant and keep a check on
critical parameters and escalate high risk issues.

As maintenance is not a repetitive process, there is
the possibility that for monthly or quarterly checks,
the technician may forget some important steps,
which may lead to machine downtime.
The user-friendly UI of the platform helps
maintenance managers schedule the maintenance
activities without any hassle.
It has completely eliminated the use of
paper-based scheduling and ensures that no error
happens due to miscommunication between the
top management and technicians.

Management

Maintenance Manager

Allows scheduling of
maintenance
Allows performance tracking

Technician

Escalates issues

Sends alerts and notifications
on email
Displays machine health status
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ODIN
Documentation

Cloud

ODIN Documentation acts like a safe haven for
machine documents and makes it easier for operators
to access them. ODIN Maintenance comes with a
digital platform that safely centralises all the company

Tablet

PC/ Laptop

Phone

documents online and makes them easily available
whenever needed.
ODIN Documentation is a web-based service which
can be accessed from the shop floor, allowing
technician to fetch manuals and get quick guides to

DMC

DMC

solve problems faster.
QR codes are placed on each machine. When
scanned, they open a login page.
Once you are logged in, you will see a layout of your
entire plant along with hyperlink bubbles, each
representing a particular asset.
You will also be able to see all of your documentation
for the entire plant organised according to categories
such as BOMs, Drawings, Spares and more.

In most cases, it takes more time to
identify a problem than to solve it. But
ODIN Documentation changes that.

Login screen

Layout

Overview of tab

Documentation screen

The ODIN Maintenance app allows technicians
to ﬁnd manuals, troubleshoot and get
guidance to solve problems faster than ever.
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Tool Change

ODIN Tool
Change

ODIN Tool Change is a feature of ODIN Maintenance
that provides SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures)
for operators and helps them to manage the location
and storage of changeover parts/setup parts
depending on part variants on a flex line.

Benefits of Tool Change

Inventory Management

Worker Guidance

Tool Changeover

Manage the location and storage

Issue ODIN Workstation

When a new product variant

of tool assets during the entire

instructions in the form of

requires a different set of tool

usage cycle.

Standard Operating Procedures

assets in the process.

Track and maintain the usage of

(SOPs).

Track and maintain the usage of

tool assets to create an

tool assets to create an

opportunity to apply preventive

opportunity to apply preventive

maintenance techniques.

maintenance techniques.
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ODIN
Products

Advanced analytics and insights derived from collected data With smart notifications
and conversational AI

Manage your entire
production process
and improve line
efficiencies

Cloud based
solution for
preventative and
predictive
maintenance

Gather valuable
performance data
straight from your
machine to predict
and avoid problems

Future-proof your
factory with smart
production
technologies

Coordinate your
employee health
and wellness
programme with a
single app

Virtual Reality
Create visual work
instructions for
operators

Real-time reporting
online performance

Manage and
customise line
processes

Access all your
project
documentation in
one place

Schedule and log
preventative
maintenance tasks

Interactive
guidancefor correct
tooling change-over
procedures

Dashboard for
evaluating machine
operating data
gathered by Odin
smart sensors

Vibration analytics
give insight into
machine
performance.
Onboard
processing of data.

Review designs and
train operators
virtually

Manage daily
Covid-19 screening
protocols and
incidents

Augmented Reality
Improve operator
performance and
approve designs
remotely
Future
Developments
Include an app store
and data-driven
production
solutions

Send critical
communications,
SOPs and alerts

Engage through
wellness surveys
and quizzes

More ODIN applications are in development
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Vision
To be a leader in
manufacturing technologies
that help our customers work smarter
and build a better world for all.

Jendamark India Pvt. Ltd.

Jendamark Automation (Pty) Ltd.

Jendamark GmbH & Co. KG

Gat No. 736,733
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Port Elizabeth
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South Africa, 6001
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Tel: +27 41 391 4700
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To get more information about
the product, scan the QR code
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